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Abstract such as fire detection. Quick response of a sensor network
also results in energy saving [7, 23]. Moreover, many ap-

To minimize the execution time of a sensing task over plications share a common operation on these sensor data,
a multi-hop hierarchical sensor network, we present a co- applying a synthesis function, namely data fusion [9]. The
ordinated scheduling method following the divisible load challenge is how to minimize finish time of a sensing task
scheduling paradigm. The proposed scheduling strategy and provide analytical means to study the relationship be-
builds from eliminating transmission collisions and idle tween the minimum finish time and system parameters to
gaps between two successive data transmissions. We con- aid the design of a WSN system architecture.
sider a sensor network consisting of several clusters. In a We focus on workload scheduling following divisible
cluster, after related raw data measured by source nodes are load theory (DLT) to minimize the finish time in WSNs.
collected at the fusion node, in-network data aggregation is DLT has been intensively studied in the past decade [2].
further considered. The scheduling strategies consist oftwo It is mainly concerned with obtaining an optimal parti-
phases: intra-cluster scheduling and inter-cluster schedul- tioning and scheduling strategy for a given task or work-
ing. Intra-cluster scheduling deals with assigning different load such that it can be processed in the shortest amount
fractions ofa sensing workload among source nodes in each of time. Since sensor data are independent to each other,
cluster; inter-cluster scheduling involves the distribution of and have no precedence relations, a sensing task can be di-
fused data among all fusion nodes. Closed-form solutions vided and distributed to any available nodes. Hence, the
to the problem of task scheduling are derived. Finally, nu- features of DLT enable a tractable means to model sens-
merical examples are presented to demonstrate the impacts ing workload scheduling in sensor networks. In addition,
of different system parameters such as the number of sen- the rapid progress in sensor networks makes sensing work-
sor nodes, measurement, communication, and processing load scheduling become more and more important as the
speed, on thefinish time and energy consumption. advent of integrating sensor networks with the Internet and

the Grid [1,5,16].
We consider a multi-hop hierarchical sensor network

1 Introduction architecture, which is used in many application scenarios
from small scale to large scale networks. This model sup-

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) enable a new class of ports data fusion by organizing source nodes into clusters,
computing with resource-constrained tiny nodes deployed in which original sensor data are processed at data fusion
at a large scale from hundreds to thousands. Many applica- nodes and then transmitted to the base station to meet some
tions using WSNs require measuring, processing, and com- requirement specified by a high-level task. One base sta-
municating large amount of data [5, 6, 16]. It is often fa- tion node is used to accept the required amount of sensing
vorable that a given task should be completed collaborative task and high-level task, distribute to each cluster by the
in a minimum time so that the end system can draw useful proposed scheduling strategies, and finally collect results
conclusions timely, especially for time-critical applications from them. The workload is divided in two stages: intra-

______________________ ~~~~~~cluster and inter-cluster. First, inter-cluster scheduling par-
1-4244-1455-5/07/$25.OO ®)2007 IEEE titions the entire task into each cluster; then the workload
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in a cluster is assigned to each source node by intra-cluster data [8,14]. Experiments showed that considerable amount
scheduling. The minimized finish time is achieved by co- of energy are saved. Existing efforts in support data fusion
ordinating the measuring, processing, and communication or aggregation using structured approaches can be found
time in both stages involving different kinds of nodes. In ad- in [4,10]. Compared to centralized schemes, where all orig-
dition, we investigate the energy consumption of individual inal data are gathered at the fusion center, aggregating local
sensor nodes. The proposed energy model covers various data at sensor nodes not only reduces energy consumption,
energy consumption components involved in data acquisi- but also maintains performances such as accuracy and fi-
tion, fusion, and communication. The impacts of system delity [20]. Data fusion was also validated to benefit more
parameters on the performance and energy consumption are powerful devices used in future sensor networks [12].
evaluated by numerical simulations. Since little experimental data from sensor network are

Two key contributions of this study are summarized as available, many of current algorithms and sensornet proto-
follows. First, we obtain the closed-form solutions of the cols are evaluated by some statistic data models. For exam-
workload distribution to minimize the finish time of a given ple, Gaussian distribution, yet simple, is an effective data
task. A realistic and widely-used hierarchical sensor net- acquisition model of sensor network and widely used by
work model is used to derive the scheduling strategies. Sec- many researchers [3, 12]. However, Yu et al [21] evaluated
ond, we evaluate the effects of three system parameters of some classic algorithms using data sets generated by sev-
sensor nodes on the performance in terms of finish time and eral parametric statistic models: uniform, binomial, Gaus-
energy consumption. The results show that the proposed sian, etc. They concluded that the performances of some
scheduling methodology provides a tractable means, fol- problems were sensitive to the data model they choose. Our
lowing DLT paradigm, for modeling system behaviors of closed-form expressions suggest that the proposed schedul-
WSNs. ing strategy does not depend on any specific probability dis-

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We dis- tribution, if the mean of a data set is given.
cuss related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we first ex-
plains how the proposed sensor network model is tailored 3 Problem Formulation
to the targeted applications. Then we formally define the
multi-hop hierarchical architecture and notations. Section 4 3.1 Target applications
presents the derivation of the close-form solutions for work-
load scheduling of intra-cluster and inter-cluster nodes. The The representative applications can be medical care ap-
corresponding energy consumption models for three kinds plication in a hospital; precision agriculture, monitoring soilof sensor nodes are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we and crop properties. A common feature among these appli-present the numerical simulation results of the evaluation of cations is sensor nodes are organized into clusters. Each
the system parameters. Section 7 concludes the paper and cluster has a fusion node, which acts as a local collector of
discusses some directions for future work.

* ~~~~~sensor data from a set of source nodes.

2 Related Work Thefirstfloor

Divisible load theory offers an elegant and tractable ap-
proach to obtain an optimal distribution of workload among Securit office

a number of processors. It offers a tractable means to min-
go

imize task execution times and analytically study system
performance [17, 19], compared to other task scheduling Fusinnod

methods currently proposed in WSNs [ 18,22]. With respect Source node
to resource constraints as in sensor networks, DLT was used
in a single-level tree network with processors having lim- Figure 1. An example sensing application
ited buffer size [13]. More recently it was applied to wire- that uses the two-level hierarchical architec-
less sensor networks in [15]. Although the authors derived ture.
closed-form solutions to obtain the optimal finish time for
three particular sensor networks, their single level (single-
hop) model is not scalable to a large sensor network. For example, in a smart hospital building, sensors are de-

Because data transmission and reception dominate the ployed on each floor, monitoring the conditions including
energy consumption in wireless sensor networks, data fu- temperature, humidity, and patient activities. Each floor is
sion, or called data aggregation, aims to compute a smaller equipped with one or more fusion node and several source
size of data that equals or at least represents the original nodes; the base station is set in the security office (Fig. 1).
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Instead of just relaying sensor data to the base station, fu- ti: the finish time of data collection for the ith cluster.
sion nodes process the data using some aggregation meth- Ti: the finish time of reporting fused data to the base
ods and produce fused data. The fused data should meet station for the ith cluster.
the requirement specified by the application to complete the SC, Sm, Sp: the time taken to transmit, measure, and pro-
high-level task. Therefore, the base station should know the cess a unit of workload, inversely proportional to the corre-
required amount of fused data as well. This is reasonable sponding speeds.
because the end application always requires the amount of The sensor network follows the realistic sequential com-
input data to draw some conclusions. putation and communication model (SSCM). For example,

Since most sensor nodes have only single channels, colli- a source node can not transmit its sensor data until it com-
sions happen when more than one source nodes send data to pletes the measuring task; a fusion node must perform pro-
the fusion node. On the other hand, the fusion node or base cessing data after all source nodes have reported their data.
station node can be at the idle status, when there is an un- SSCM also means that at one time the data fusion node
desirable gap between two data reports. This is also a waste (base station node) receives data from one source node (one
of energy. Furthermore, the temporal property of these data data fusion node). To formulate the scheduling models,
should be considered when the base station aims to draw we assume that measuring, communication, and processing
some time-critical conclusions on current conditions, e.g., time are compound measures, including all possible packet
fire detection, abnormal differences in temperature and hu- loss, synchronization overheads, and other uncertain fac-
midity, and queries triggered by user applications. tors.

3.2 Multi-hop hierarchical architecture
4 Hierarchical Scheduling Strategies

4.1 Intra-cluster scheduling

DFwK ........ ........ One data fusion node and a set of routing nodes and
source nodes constitute a working cluster, where each
source node communicates with the fusion node through
routing nodes in a multi-hop manner. One cluster has b
branches from L1 to Lb, each starting from a source node
and having the same number of routing nodes, r. To com-

Cplete certain amount of sensor readings in minimum finish
time, the workload should be allocated to source nodes and
scheduled to avoid transmission conflicts and idle time on

Figure 2. Multi-hop hierarchical tree architec- the fusion node.
ture. BS: base station; DF: data fusion node;
R: routing node; SN: source node.

Lb Bufe time Roo

Lbl1 BUffertirne Report

Fig. 2 shows the hierarchical architecture with four kinds Lb-2 mep
of nodes: base station, data fusion node, routing node, and Lb. Buffertime Report
source node. They are organized into N clusters with n
source nodes in each cluster. Two kinds of data are pro-
duced in each cluster: original data measured by source ,

t

nodes and fused data processed by fusion nodes. The total
amount of original data (M) and fused data (D) are known
as specified by the sensing task and high-level task of the Figure 3. Timing diagram for intra-cluster
application, respectively. scheduling. From bottom to top, source

Following notations are used throughout the paper. nodes take less measuring workload.
si: the ith source node in one cluster, j = .1 n.
Mi: the fraction of sensing data assigned to the ith clus-

ter. Fig. 3 illustrates the timing diagram for one cluster.
m ,j the fraction of sensed data of node j in cluster i. From this figure, we observe that there is no time gap be-
Di: fused data generated by the ith fusion node. tween every two successive branches because the divisible
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workload can be transferred in the cluster. Data transmis- For all source nodes in the network, their measurement
sion and throughput are independent to each branch until (Sm) and transmission speed (S,) are constants. Therefore,
they arrive at the last routing node which is connected to (4) shows that the finish time of each cluster depends on
the fusion node. At this time, communication should be co- the sensing workload assigned to the cluster, which will be
ordinated to avoid collisions. We define the time from the discussed in following sections.
source node starting to sense data until data arrive at the
node next to the fusion node as buffer time. During report 4.2 Inter-cluster scheduling
time the last routing node at each branch sends data to the
fusion node. As a result, the proposed timing diagram mini- The inter-cluster scheduler decides the amount of work-
mizes the finish time by scheduling the measuring time and loads to be assigned to each cluster, using the execution
report time of each source node. Moreover, since the intra- times of aggregation functions, transmission between fusion
cluster scheduling tries to avoid the transmission conflicts nodes and the base station, and in-cluster data collection de-
at the fusion node, energy spent on retransmission are con- rived in the previous section.
served. When aggregating data on the fusion node, original data

Furthermore, since at every active period of a large sen- are reduced to a smaller set of values, which aims to fulfill
sor network, only selected source nodes are needed to col- the high-level task of an application. From the perspective
lect data; we can safely assume that r is much greater than b. view of the whole sensor network, data fusion nodes can be
From the timing diagram (Fig. 3), we derive a set of equa- viewed as intermediate nodes, which apply some aggrega-
tions of the buffer time and report time of all the branches: tion function on the original data.

r r+l
mi,1Sm + mn,1 Sc =Tmi,2Sm + mi,2 3SC (1)

i~~~1 i~~~1 DFN~~ Processing Reporti=DFt=1uN time time
T r+1 riProcessing time Report

mi,2Sm + mi,2 S== mi,3Sm + mi,3 Sc DFN1 time Reorti~1 i~1 DFN2 Processing time time

r r+l
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Rormi,b-lSm + ni,b-1 _ SC mni,bSm + mi,b 2_ Sc, DF2 Processingttime Rtime

i21 i1 DF, Proe6ssingnbm tiRer
where i is the index of the cluster. In this model, the tN tN-1 tN-2 t2 TN t1 TN-1 TN-2 T2 T1
sensor data M is further distributed among N clusters as
M1, M2,... , MN. Since all sensor data in the ith cluster Figure 4. Timing diagram for inter-cluster
sum to be Mi, the workload of source nodes in the cluster scheduling. From bottom to top, data fusion
can be expressed as nodes have less workloads.

,ri,j = Hjn-l : (2)
1+ Hk=1 ( The timing diagram of inter-cluster scheduling is shown

where H -= ___S___- in Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, each fusion node, DFi,Sl.+(r+ )s cstarts processing data at time ti, which varies according to
Note in the above equations, source nodes are ordered by the workload assigned to each cluster. Similarly, to avoid

the amount of workloads they take. It is not necessary that conflicts and idle time, the inter-cluster scheduler allocates
they are numbered in this way. the entire task among clusters such that no gap exists be-

From (1) and (2), the largest workload for the source tween each two successive fusion nodes. Thus, the mini-
node can be solved as

mum finish time of a given task of the whole system is

1 + In-1 Hk T =,max(Tl, T2, , TN). (5)

When the node with the largest measuring data finishes We can obtain a set of equations from Fig. 4:
transmission, the local cluster completes its assigned sens-
ing workload. Then the finish time of collecting and trans- tl + MlSp = t2 + M2Sp + M2u2Sc (6)
mitting data for the ith cluster is t2 + M2Sp t3 + M3SP + M3u3SC

ti + ,n1 Hk(Sm + SC) (4) tN-1 +MI/N-1S =tN+M3NSP+MA'NUNSC.
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Using (4), ti (i = ... N) is expressed as Identical-size value (ISV) The results of the fusion
function for all input data have values of identical size,

ti = CMi, (7) which can be a bit or multiple bits. For example, in a de-
tection scenario, a fusion node indicates the appearance of

where C = (S±+S') ,. Then the workload assigned to a target with one or zero if not.i±zjn- Hk
each cluster is given by Multiple-size value (MSV) These fusion functions use

a smaller set of outputs with various data sizes to represent

SC i-i the original data by exploring the correlation of elements of
mli = mlI c

- +z S f(MI) 2... N. (8) the inputs. Usually, the size of fused data is proportional
=j to that of the input data. For example, data fusion nodes

can apply some lossy or lossless compression algorithmsSince the total workload is assumed to be M, the sum- suhaJPGndHfmncig,rulngnacopt
mation of() satisfie such as JPEG and Huffman coding, resulting in a compactmation of (8) satisfies

output. Because ISV is in fact a special case of MSV, we

SC N i-1 only need to consider fusion functions of the second case.
M = NM1- Cs 55 f(MI); (9) The fusion function is formally defined as

C Pi2 j=l
f : Mi -> Di, (12)

then we solve (9) for M1 as follows
which, for a data fusion node and the shared workload,

I ( N i-1 transforms the original data to fused data. Therefore, sub-
l = N KM+ C S L f(MIj) (10) stituting Di in (10) yields

Thus, a closed-form solution for each task can be ob- 1 (S N i-1 . (l
tained by (8) for the case where the aggregation function l N V C+ SP i=2 j=l (
is known. The minimized measuring, communication, and
processing time of the system then is expressed as

Fused data from each cluster accumulated at the base station
T = T, = t, + M1lSp + f(Ml)SC. (11) node sum to fulfill the requirement of the high-level task,

which is
4.3 Data fusion model N

D = Di. (14)
i=1

M D
Data fusion Base stationSource nodes nodes node As mentioned earlier, using probabilistic models of sen-

sor data is an effective method to model sensor data. There-
Figure 5. Data flow from source nodes to the fore, given a specific fusion function that produces a con-
base station. M: original data measured by traction expression of the original data, the fused data of
source nodes; D: fused data produced by fu- sensor observations are assumed to follow i.i.d. probability
sion nodes. distribution. Let Di be a discrete random variable for the

ith data fusion node that can assume any of the finite num-
ber N of different values in the set F = {dl, ... dN dj <

Fig. 5 illustrates the data flow from the sources nodes dk, j < k}. N fusion nodes have N random variables with
to the base station. As mention earlier, the fusion func- the same mean and variance values. We express the prob-
tion results in a reduced size of output data. Thus, al- ability of Di equal to dj by the probability mass function
though the data fusion nodes in this hierarchical architec- P(Di). When N approaches oc, we have
ture receive all the data from sources, their outputs could
be much smaller than the shared workload assigned by the E[Di] 5 DiP(Di) (15)
inter-cluster scheduler. This results in significantly saving DiEF
energy in communications. More complicated fusion func-
tions include image, video stream, and stochastic data pro- Because the mean value gives a general impression of the
cessing. behavior of some random variable without giving full de-

Based on the size of their outputs, fusion functions can tails of its probability distribution, the term ,N2E_ D~
be mainly classified into two categories, in (13) can be approximated by its mean value.
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To solve (13), yiN)1 z'j-i Dj is expanded as
Table 1. Energy consumption models for dif-

N i-i ferent kinds of sensor nodes
X, X, Dj = (N- 1)Dj + (N-2)D2 + + DN-1
i=2 j=1 S DF R

-N)D.(1)Data acquisition

= J,(N - 0Di. (16) Cmuictli= Data fusion

Because the random variables Di, i = 1 .. N, follow Communication ( (
the same probability mass function, the mean value of the
above equation is given by: 5 Energy Consumption Model

[SJ(N D p_(N + 1)N (7
E[E,(N- = N21 - ( 1)N/12 (17) In this section, we present the energy model of the multi-

hop hierarchical model and derive the equations of energy
Proof of (17). We rewrite (16) as consumption of individual sensor nodes in the network.

There are three kinds of energy consumption in the pro-
(N ')Di =E NDi + NDi. posed sensor network model: data acquisition, data fusion,

i=,Ni ( and communication. Table 1 lists the aspects of energy con-
i= 1 i= 1 sumption of different nodes. The rest of the section describe

Because N random variables Di have identical probability each model in detail.
mass function and are independent to each other. The mean Data acquisition In the proposed hierarchical network
value of the above equation is model, data are collecteded by source nodes equipped with

N N
some appropriate sensing devices. For example, some rep-

[EN1NiDEF,ND1 +-E FE,

resentative motes such as MICA2 and Tmote Sky have sens-

ing devices for different purposes: temperature, humidity,
N N light, vibration and so on. Optionally, users can expand the

= N E [Di] + jE [Di] (19) mote by installing more sensing units.
=1 1= We denote the unit energy consumption as e, for mea-

suring one observation. We also assume that there is no
Since we have known the mean value for each discrete energy consumption of the sensing device, when it is turned

random variable Di by (15), (19) can be expressed in terms off after the node completes the sensing workload or before
of ,u as: it starts to work. Therefore, for the jth source node in the

N N ith cluster which is assigned the sensing workload mij, the
N 5,u + X . (20) energy consumption on data acquisition will be e, x mij.

=_ __l Data fusion Processing data at fusion nodes consumes
energy of the microprocessor on the motes. A variety of fu-

Thus, (17) follows. D sion functions are to be used in different applications from
Thus, we obtain the workload assigned to the last cluster basic arithmetic operations such as min, max, and avg to in-

to finish its task, as follows: tensive computations like FFT and video image processing.
M Sc (N -1) The unit energy consumption of processing observed data

Ml =-- 2 (21) is denoted by ep.
NC+ Sp 2

One data fusion node collects original data from all
Then the amount of data that the rest of (N-1) clusters are source nodes in the same cluster. Because the collected data
assigned is solved by using the above equation in (8), are the workloads assigned by the inter-cluster scheduling,

the ith fusion node consumes ep x Mi energy to process the

li = ml 2...SC (i 1),ui=2* N. (22) data.
C + Sp Communication All source nodes connect to the data

fusion node through a set of routing nodes; data fusion
Finaly,thefinsh imeof he ntie tsk ive by(11 is nodes connect to the base station directly. The energy for

T =t1 + JVISp, + /uc (23) transmitting and receiving one unit of observed data is de-
noted by etxd2 and erx, respectively; d is assumed to be the

where ti and M1 are expressed by (4) and (21), respectively, distance between the sender and the receiver. For example,
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when the jth source node in the ith cluster sends measured First, the finish time against the number of clusters is
data to the fusion node, we can obtain their communication plotted in Fig. 6. Since the number of clusters equals that
energy as of data fusion nodes in Fig. 2, increasing N leads to the

increment of both data fusion nodes and source nodes. In
E4IXi =etxd2mTij; E ex= Crxmi,j. (24) Fig. 6(a), the value of Sm is chosen from 0.8 to 1.6, while Sc

and Sp is fixed to 1.0. This figure shows that measurement
Data communication flows from the fusion nodes to the speed almost does not affect the finish time because sensing

base station; if the shared workloadMt at the ith fusion takes a small fraction of the entire execution time. Fig. 6(b)
node is fused to data size of Di, the energy consumed at and 6(c) show that when the communication or processing
both sides are EK= etxd2Di and EBS eeXDi speed of sensor nodes increases, the finish time is reduced.

So far, we have described three aspects of energy con- However, the effect of Sp is not as significant as Sc. We
sumption for each kind of sensor nodes. The workloads can find that the five lines in Fig. 6(c) converge when N
shared by all source nodes and data fusion nodes are also becomes large.
derived, following the divisible load scheduling paradigm.

Sic 'l h esrnds r sue ob ooe The second set of simulation is about the energy con-Since all th sensor node are assumedto be homoge sumption of source nodes and data fusion nodes. The en-
neous their capabilities of computing and communication sumption of rce nodesandedsion the en-ergy consumption of routing nodes depends on the sensingand storage of battery energy are same. We outline the en- load of source nodes connected. Thus they are not consid-
ergy use for each kind of nodes, as follows: ered here. We configure the system with 20 clusters, which

Energy use for individual source nodes j in clusteriaj ~ ~~~~~also means it has 20 fusion nodes.

Eij = Tij(es + etxd2). (25) Without loss of generality, we choose the source nodes
to study the energy consumption in the first cluster, which is

Energy use for individual routing nodes: assigned the most measuring workload as shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 7 presents the energy consumption of all the source

Erij = Ti,jerx. (26) nodes in the cluster as given by (25), where the source nodes
are indexed from 1 to 30. In each case the energy con-

Energy use for individual data fusion nodes: sumption of source nodes monotonically decreases due to
the reduced workload. In Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), the results us-

JV=AZIi(erx + ep) + JVIZIutietd2 i = 1 .N. (27) ing different Sm and Sc are illustrated. These two figures
demonstrate two interesting observations. First, it is ob-

6 Simulation Results served in both figures that there exists a threshold, which
changes the effect of Sc and Sm Another interesting obser-

We have obtained the closed-form expressions of fin- vation is that when the index of source nodes increases in
ish time for a given sensing task and energy use for indi- the cluster, higher Sm indicates less energy consumption on
vidual sensor nodes for the hybrid hierarchical tree model. the nodes (Fig. 7(a)). However, in the same situation slower
In this section, we investigate the effects of three system Sc results in less energy consumption (Fig. 7(b)). This is
parameters- measurement, communication, and processing expected since the communication is sequential and the en-
speed-on the finish time and energy consumption through tire workload can be completed by less nodes with faster
numerical simulations. links. Because all source nodes are capable of measuring

In our simulation, the amount of data all the source nodes data simultaneously, the faster Sm is, the workload is dis-
need to measure is M = 1000. We assume that the required tributed more evenly among all source nodes. As a result,
informative data after processing the original data gathered each source can consume less energy as shown in Fig. 7(a).
at the base station should be L = 100. We adopt the follow- On the other hand, Fig. 7(c) shows that for the source node
ing energy parameters: transmitting a unit of sensor read- of the same index number, it consumes more energy if the
ing over a unit distance takes etx = 200nJ; receiving one processing speed of the fusion node is faster. This follows
unit of sensor reading consumes erx 250nJ; measuring the fact that mij is obtained by M1 in (2).
one unit of sensor reading needs es 100nJ; processing Another set of numerical evaluation shows that the en-
one unit of observation consumes ep 30nJ; the distance ergy consumption of data fusion nodes decreases from the
between the sender and the receiver is d = 100m. There first cluster to the last one as we expect from (6). The differ-
are 30 source nodes in each cluster; the number of routing ence between each case in Fig. 8 is that Sm, Sc, and Sp have
nodes in between a source and a fusion node is 10. (Note various effects. Intuitively, Fig. 8(a) shows that 5m does not
that eS depends on the sensors used for particular applica- change the value of energy use of individual fusion nodes.
tions and could be of different orders of magnitude for dif- Fig. 8(b) and 8(c) illustrate that Sc and Sp, have similar ob-
ferent applications.) served effects on the energy use of the fusion nodes to that
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Figure7 Measurement speed communication speed, and processing speed against energySuse o
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45fie;()0vre wt n ie
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varie wihElan Sixd
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